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Abstract
This paper presents a model that assigns prosodic structure

to unrestricted text. The model is linguistically motivated and
also uses constraints on phrase length. For the implementation
an XML-pipeline is used as a data-architecture. The output can
be processed by a text-to-speech synthesiser for determining
the locations of phrase breaks. The model outperforms another
rule-based approach, and achieves either comparable results as
a statistical model or comes close to those results, while being
psychologically more plausible.

1. Introduction
Prosodic breaks play an important role in structuring utterances
and thus increasing their understandability. In speech synthe-
sis, good models for assigning breaks or determining prosodic
structure are crucial – not only because they enhance natural-
ness but also because the structure these models impose serves
as the input for other modules (e.g. those assigning accents or
duration) and has thus a major influence on their performance.

Most text-to-speech systems employ statistical models to
assign prosodic breaks to their input text [1, 2, 3]. In this work
we present a rule-based approach which is more in line with
work like [4, 5]. It uses insights gained from the literature in
linguistics which investigates the relationship between syntactic
structure and prosodic structure.

This relationship has been widely discussed. There is gen-
eral agreement that – even though the existence of a syntax-
prosody interface cannot be doubted – the mapping from syntax
to prosody is not trivial. In general, prosodic structure is flatter
than syntactic structure and less right-branching. It is usually
assumed to consist of several layers (cf. Figure 3). Even though
there is some debate about the number of layers and the charac-
teristics of this hierarchy [6, 7], there seems to be a consensus
that there is a layer of so-called phonological phrases just below
a level of intonational phrases. The ends of intonational phrases
are good places for pauses and are thus the kind of structure
we aim to find in this work. Since every intonational phrase
consists of a number of phonological phrases (first dubbed �-
phrases in [9]) we already have a good constraint for the as-
signment of breaks if we can find those �-phrases. One of the
motivations in linguistics for assuming phonological phrases is
that a number of phonological rules (French liaison, English
Iambic Reversal etc.) only apply within certain units [8, 9]. The
major advantage of �-phrases is that they can be defined syn-
tactically, whereas intonational phrases often do not correspond
to syntactic structure [8].

In this approach we use a partial parser to identify �-phrases
and some heuristics to find intonational phrases. We build a
prosodic tree structure in XML-format which can be processed
by a TTS system.

We aim at a model that is psychologically plausible, i.e.
that uses linguistic constraints as far as human beings use them
but also employs heuristics at a level where human beings do
so. Other rule-based approaches [4, 5, 11] as well as statisti-
cal approaches pay no or little attention to the length of con-
stituents. As length is acknowledged to be an important factor
even by the linguistic literature [8], we integrate constraints on
length with linguistic constraints. We also placed emphasis on
enabling the model to deal with unrestricted text, which is often
a problem for rule-based approaches that have to deal with pars-
ing errors. This enables us to carry out a large-scale evaluation
on a prosodically annotated corpus and to compare the model’s
performance with a statistical model.

2. Assignment of prosodic structure

The following is a step-by-step description of the procedure we
use for assigning prosodic structure. The procedure consists of
two steps: the assignment of �-phrases and their bundling into
intonational phrases. To obtain �-phrases we modify the output
of a chunk parser. To bundle them into intonational phrases
we use length constraints and a balancing procedure in addition
to punctuation. Technically, processing is done in a modular
manner using an XML-pipeline [10] as a system architecture.

2.1. Assigning �-phrases

In the literature �-phrases are basically defined as consisting of
a head and all its specifiers [9] or all the material to the left of
the head X up to the next head outside of the maximal projection
of X [8].

In our implementation �-phrases are determined with the
aid of Abney’s chunk parser CASS [12]. Abney justifies the
way his chunker works by arguing that humans have to pro-
cess sentences as chunks of words. His parser imitates this by
first building small units which Abney actually refers to as �-
phrases. These lower level chunks are defined in terms of so-
called s-heads, which are those content words that do not stand
between a function word and the content word that belongs to
that function word. The latter restriction implies, inter alia, that
pre-modifying adjectives do not mark chunk-boundaries. Hence
a little girl forms a chunk, even though little is a content word.

Once these lower level chunks have been generated by the
parser, it creates bigger units above them which correspond
more to syntactic structure and are thus of less interest for the
task of this work. Higher-level prosodic structure does not cor-
respond to syntactic structure [8, 11]. We just use the �-phrases
to create bigger intonational units and neglect higher syntactic
structure.
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<c>
<c0>

<nx>
<W C=’prps’> Their</W>
<W C=’nn’> presence</W></nx>

<vx>
<W C=’hvz’> has</W>
<W C=’vbn’> enriched</W></vx></c0></c>

<c>
<c0>

<ng>
<nx>

<W C=’dtp’> this</W>
<W C=’nn’> university</W></nx>

<W C=’cc’> and</W>
<nx>

<W C=’dtp’> this</W>
<W C=’nn’> country</W></nx>

<W C=’cma’> ,</W>
<W C=’cc’> and</W>
<nx>

<W C=’dtp’> many</W></nx></ng>
<vx>
<W C=’md’> will</W>
<W C=’vb’> return</W></vx></c0>

<nx>
<W C=’nn’> home</W></nx></c>

<infp>
<inf>

<W C=’to’> to</W>
<W C=’vb’> enhance</W></inf>

<nx>
<W C=’prps’> their</W>
<W C=’jj’> own</W>
<W C=’nns’> nations</W></nx></infp>

<W C=’per’> .</W>

Figure 1: The structure that Abney’s chunkparser CASS assigns
to the sentence “Their presence has enriched this university and
this country, and many will return home to enhance their own
nations.”

Figure 1 illustrates a piece of text that has been passed
through a tagger and through CASS. The lower level-chunks
are those that end with the letter x.

Chunks labeled nx, for instance, are defined as extending
from the “beginning of a noun phrase to the head noun” [13].
In the sentence of Figure 1, the strings Their presence, this uni-
versity, this country, many, home and their own nations belong
to the category nx. The label vx basically groups auxiliaries
and modals with the head verb, including all the material in
between. In the sample text, has enriched and will return are
examples of such verb chunks. Moreover, the text contains an
infinitive chunk inf. We turn all these chunk categories into
�-phrases. Similarly, several other less frequent categories are
turned into �-phrases as well. They are described in more detail
in [13] and [14].

If the chunks mentioned above are preceded by prepo-
sitions, complementisers, relative pronouns etc. these are in-
cluded into the �-phrases that are built out of the chunks to their
right. This results in a structure like the one shown in Figure 2
and corresponds to the lowest levels of tree-structure shown in
Figure 3. Note that the conjunction and has been grouped with
the next nx.

2.2. Assigning intonational phrases

The determination of intonational phrases involves two steps.
First, commas are used to mark large intonational phrases,
which are then subdivided further, if they are too long. In
the example, the text would be separated into two intonational
phrases, where the first starts at the beginning of the sentence
and ends after country, and the second consists of the remain-
ing part of the sentence. To determine whether any of these
intonational phrases is too long, the number of syllables of each
is counted. If it exceeds a certain threshold, the intonational
phrase is subdivided into constituents of roughly equal length.
It goes without saying that none of the �-phrases must be split
by this procedure.

<PHI>
<W C=’prps’>Their</W>
<W C=’nn’>presence</W> </PHI>

<PHI>
<W C=’hvz’>has</W>
<W C=’vbn’>enriched</W> </PHI>

<PHI>
<W C=’dtp’>this</W>
<W C=’nn’>university</W> </PHI>

<PHI>
<W C=’cc’>and</W>
<W C=’dtp’>this</W>
<W C=’nn’>country</W> </PHI>

<W C=’cma’>,</W>
<PHI>

<W C=’cc’>and</W>
<W C=’dtp’>many</W> </PHI>

<PHI>
<W C=’md’>will</W>
<W C=’vb’>return</W> </PHI>

<PHI>
<W C=’nn’>home</W> </PHI>

<PHI>
<W C=’to’>to</W>
<W C=’vb’>enhance</W> </PHI>

<PHI>
<W C=’prps’>their</W>
<W C=’jj’>own</W>
<W C=’nns’>nations</W> </PHI>

<W C=’per’>.</W>

Figure 2: The same piece of text as in Figure 1. �-phrases have
been determined and the syntactic markup has been deleted.
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Figure 3: The prosodic structure that the model assigns to a
piece of text shown in the form of a tree.

The value of the threshold accounts for the maximum num-
ber of syllables a speaker would put into one intonational
phrase. Human speakers seem to have such a threshold which
prevents them from forming intonational phrases that exceed
a certain length [15]. The threshold can be exceeded in some
cases by both the algorithm, and by a human speaker.

As this maximum number of syllables is likely to be differ-
ent for different speakers, speech rates etc., it is not surprising
that the optimum value for the threshold is not the same for ev-
ery text. The effects of different values for the threshold can be
seen in Table 1. Empirically, 13 was one of the values which
tended to produce good results and was hence used as a default.

The algorithm which is in charge of dividing up large into-
national phrases is shown in pseudo-code in Figure 4.

Since this algorithm always goes until the end of a �-phrase
when it has reached what is the optimum position for a break as
far as length alone is concerned, it has a slight tendency to re-
sult in a subdivision which is not completely balanced, i.e. there
is a tendency for the last I-phrase of the “new” I-phrases to be-
come shorter than the other I-phrases. In practice, however, this
seemed not to be a disadvantage. The various alternatives to
this solution that were tested turned out to be inferior to this so-
lution [14]. We believe that the reason why the present solution
performs so well might be its similarity to human processing
methods.

After the assignment of this higher level prosodic structure
the example text looks like in Figure 5. This corresponds to
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for each I_phrase do {
-count number_of_syllables in I_phrase
-if (number_of_syllables > 13) then {

-number_of_breaks is number_of_syllables/13
-optimum_length of each of the new I_phrases =
number_of_syllables/(number_of_breaks + 1)

-do number_of_breaks times {
-go optimum_length syllables forward
-go further until you reach the next end of
a PHI-phrase

-mark this as the end of a new I_phrase
}

}
}

Figure 4: Pseudo-code of the algorithm that assigns �-phrases.

<UTT>
<IP>

<PHI>
<W C=’prps’>their</W>
<W C=’nn’>presence</W> </PHI>

<PHI>
<W C=’hvz’>has</W>
<W C=’vbn’>enriched</W> </PHI>

<PHI>
<W C=’dtp’>this</W>
<W C=’nn’>university</W> </PHI>

</IP>
<IP>

<PHI>
<W C=’cc’>and</W>
<W C=’dtp’>this</W>
<W C=’nn’>country</W> </PHI>

</IP>
<IP>

<PHI>
<W C=’cc’>and</W>
<W C=’dtp’>many</W> </PHI>

<PHI>
<W C=’md’>will</W>
<W C=’vb’>return</W> </PHI>

<PHI>
<W C=’nn’>home</W> </PHI>

</IP>
<IP>

<PHI>
<W C=’to’>to</W>
<W C=’vb’>enhance</W> </PHI>

<PHI>
<W C=’prps’>their</W>
<W C=’jj’>own</W>
<W C=’nns’>nations</W> </PHI>

</IP>
</UTT>

Figure 5: Prosodic structure that the model assigns to a piece of
text. This structure corresponds to the tree-structure in Figure
3.

the structure shown in Figure 3. To be processed by the Festi-
val Speech Synthesis System [16], the format has to be changed
slightly. These changes involve renaming the tags, adding hy-
perlinks etc. The basic structure, however is not affected.

The synthesiser then interprets the ends of intonational
phrases as small breaks and the ends of utterances as large
breaks 1.

3. Results
We evaluated the implementation of the model against both the
statistical model described in [3] (which is used in Festival) and
the rule-based approach by [5]. We employed the same evalua-
tion measures that were used by [3]:

Breaks-correct (BC) =
B �D

B
� 100% (1)

Junctures-correct (JC) =
N �D � I

N
� 100% (2)

1This was done using a Festival version which was being developed
at the University of Edinburgh at the time of this project. Processing
this kind of XML-format is not yet part of the official Festival release.

text category model BC JC JI
commentary th = 13 70.625% 89.169% 5.105%

stm 76.875% 91.940% 3.401%

news th = 7 61.438% 83.250% 6.868%
th = 13 48.366% 82.915% 3.853%
stm 59.477% 87.604% 2.010%

lecture th = 5 75.574% 85.516% 8.404%
th = 13 56.393% 85.475% 3.672%
stm 64.098% 88.250% 2.815%

fiction th = 10 72.503% 89.751% 4.257%
th = 13 67.149% 89.719% 3.122%
stm 75.977% 92.337% 2.428%

magazine-style th = 7 75.124% 86.219% 7.892%
th = 13 61.691% 87.044% 3.887%
stm 70.647% 90.224% 2.827%

speech th = 13 68.908% 91.117% 3.903%
stm 73.109% 90.579% 5.114%

Table 1:
The result of the evaluation of the present model (with various
parameters for the threshold th) and the statistical model (stm).
Six different text categories were tested.

Juncture-insertions (JI) =
I

N
� 100% (3)

where N, B, D and I have the following meaning:

N: The total number of junctures, where “juncture” is anything
that is a non-break or a break; thus N corresponds to the
number of whitespaces in the corpus.

B: The total number of junctures which are breaks.

D: Deletion error: A break is marked in the reference sentence,
but not in the test sentence.

I: Insertion error: A break is marked in the test sentence but
not in the reference sentence.

Breaks-correct gives the percentage of breaks that have
been found, and is hence comparable to the measure recall used
in information retrieval. Junctures-correct gives the percentage
of junctures which are assigned the same value in the test cor-
pus as in the reference corpus. Juncture-insertions accounts for
wrong break-assignments.

The model was evaluated using articles from the MAchine
Readable Spoken English Corpus (MARSEC) [17]. This corpus
is labeled with prosodic breaks. Six randomly chosen texts (be-
longing to six different text categories) were tested. Together
they contained approximately 8000 words. For each of these
texts the present model was tested with various values for the
threshold mentioned above and the statistical model by [3] was
tested as well. Table 1 shows the results for the optimum value
of the threshold for each of the texts and for the default (in cases
where the default performs worse).

On three texts the present model is slightly better as far as
Breaks-correct is concerned. On one text it is better as far as
Juncture-insertions is concerned. On two texts the statistical
model is slightly better as far as both measures are concerned.
Hence the rule-based approach seems to perform slightly worse
than the statistical model. Considering, however, that the sta-
tistical model by [3] had been trained on the MARSEC corpus
and thus optimizes according to this corpus we think that our
rule-based account is very close if not equally good. There is a



G&G-corpus Breaks-correct Jct-correct Jct-insertions
B&F 85.714% 95.906% 1.754%
present model 92.857% 98.235% 0.588%
(threshold 13)
statistical model 85.714% 94.117% 3.529%

Table 2:
Evaluation of three models on the Gee&Grosjean (G&G)-
corpus: Bachenko and Fitzpatrick (B&F)’s model, the present
model and Taylor and Black’s statistical model.

good chance that it outperforms the statistical model on a cor-
pus consisting of data which comes from a different domain and
was not seen by the latter model during training. As far as the
text category speech in our test corpus is concerned, the rule-
based account with threshold 13 performs very well compared
to the statistical model.

In order to compare the present model with another rule-
based model [5], we used the same evaluation measures on a
different corpus comprising 14 sentences which had been used
by [5] and [4] for evaluating their models. We also tested the
statistical model on this corpus (cf. Table 2). The corpus is
annotated with more than one kind of breaks, but we only con-
sidered those marked as major intra-sentential breaks.

It is quite conceivable that on this corpus the present model
is not only better than the other rule-based model but also better
than the statistical model. One reason for this might be that here
the statistical model does not have the advantage of having been
trained on the corpus.

4. Discussion

The evaluation of models that assign phrase breaks is slightly
problematic. Often there is more than one way to break up a
sentence into intonational phrases. The automatic evaluation
method used here does not account for this fact. Other prob-
lems were that the MARSEC corpus had been used as a train-
ing corpus for the statistical model, and that all other corpora
that are both suitable and available are usually relatively small
and/or not unrestricted. This was also the case for the G&G-
corpus. The sentences in this corpus all seemed very similar.
Hence future work will evaluate the present model via a listen-
ing experiment.

Another interesting task would be a further investigation of
the threshold parameter that was introduced for determining I-
phrases. Table 1 suggests that it might account for effects like
speech rate, speaking style or genre in some way.

5. Conclusion

We developed and implemented a model for assigning prosodic
structure to unrestricted text. This model integrates linguistic
and performance-based constraints in a modular manner. The
implementation outputs data in XML-format which can be pro-
cessed by a text-to-speech system.

The model was evaluated against a leading statistical
model. Approx. 8000 words of unrestricted text were used.
Even though the statistical model was trained on this corpus, the
rule-based model performs similarly well. Tested on a different
smaller corpus, the statistical model performed worse than the
linguistically motivated model. While not being more complex
than the statistical model, the present model has the advantage
of being psychologically more plausible.
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